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BCLP Partner Renato Mariotti presented at the Chicago Surveillance & Risk Forum, Sept. 22 in

Chicago.

Renato was interviewed on the panel “DOJ’s Focus on CCOs and Effective Compliance Programs,”

moderated by Eventus Global Head of Regulatory Affairs Joe Schifano.

Hosted by Eventus, the forum included discussions on the following topics: Recent U.S. Securities

and Exchange Commission and U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission proposals; trends in

enforcement action and predictions of what else might come, including what dual registration

might entail for digital assets; how the industry can prepare now for new laws given several

bipartisan crypto bills circulating in Congress; and the central role of the chief compliance officer in

implementing the right processes and technologies.

Renato is an accomplished trial and appellate attorney who represents a diverse group of clients in

complex, high-stakes litigation, with a special focus on commodities and securities issues. Matters

often include class actions, derivative-related claims and allegations of cyber theft. A former federal

prosecutor, Renato is also a high-profile media source, legal analyst and commentator
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https://eventuschicagoforum.rsvpify.com/?securityToken=FiFUNvqWObY88muKbnRCo0MfvXBZWOLYOuWx3NpK8aBD08vErJHW7KdV5CZCNn6qBSHfOk3UUv7MWResxiKojveYawXvzLj4PeBtNm0YMnn4yMZTnibtJm7HR9sqYa0n
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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